
16 March 2020 
 
Dear confirmandi and parents, 
 Despite the cancelation of classes in our local grade schools (which also means the 
cancelation of CCD this week), there are no reported cases of the Coronavirus in our area at this 
time, and so, barring any unforeseen developments, the parishes of Saint Cecilia and Saint 
Michael in Hastings still plan to celebrate the Sacrament of Confirmation on Sunday as 
scheduled.  The pastors of the parishes will be confirming our young people this year; Bishop 
Bruskewitz, because of age and underlying health conditions, was asked not to travel while the 
risk of contracting COVID-19 remains elevated. 
 The Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services is calling for communities to 
limit the size of public gatherings to fewer than 250 people, and so this limitation applies to 
special events like Confirmation.  That is why we have asked to limit guests to sponsors and 
close family.  If you have any questions or concerns about this, please contact your pastor.  
(Maybe consider this as a “rule of thumb”: both parishes have 30-35 confirmandi each.  If this is 
the case, each confirmandi could reasonably have about 5-7 guests attend the Mass, including the 
sponsor, and we still could remain under 250 people at the Mass.) 
 Any sponsor who may be in a compromised health situation is to refrain from coming to 
the ceremony. A proxy can be named to stand in for them. If a proxy is necessary, please contact 
the parish with the name of the proxy. While the original sponsor remains the sponsor, a proxy 
stands in for the sponsor at the ceremony.  The qualifications for a proxy are like those of a 
sponsor. 
 There may be some families who wish to delay Confirmation because of the elevated risk 
of contracting COVID-19 at this time.  Because of these extenuating circumstances, 
arrangements can be made to do the Confirmation at another time, including, but not necessarily 
limited to, receiving this Sacrament at the Easter Vigil, joining with another parish on a later 
date, or even waiting until next year to receive.  Please visit with your pastor about this 
possibility. 
 Practice for Confirmation is still on Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m. at your home 
parish.  The practice should last about an hour. 
 While we are optimistic about the prospect of having Confirmation this coming Sunday, 
we also recognize there is uncertainty ahead of us too.  COVID-19 has had and will continue to 
have a significant impact on our lives.  Please keep those affected in your prayers, especially 
those who have lost a loved one to this disease. 
 And let us keep our confirmandi in our prayers also as they prepare to receive this 
important Sacrament.  Bishop Conley recently wrote that: 
 

Confirmation is the occasion of strengthening our commitment to Christ by living and 
proclaiming the Gospel boldly! … Confirmation is a time, not of less, but of increased 
commitment to evangelization, to catechesis, to regular confession, and, in a special way, 
to participation in the Eucharist on the Lord’s Day (Confirmed for Mission). 

 
Confirmation is not a “one and done” deal, but rather it calls us to practice our faith more 
fervently for the rest of our lives, and encouraging others to do the same. 


